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Amaglam Waste Containers • Amalgamators AlloysDARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 

Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362     

HIGH ENERGY 
AMALGAMATOR
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby's High Energy
Amalgamator comes
with a built-in timer
giving mixing options of
5-30 seconds. The 
vibration absorbers
reduce motor noise and
eliminates "walking"
while in use. The arm is
made with reinforced fiberglass, making it last
longer than metal arms, as well as accommodating
mixing of most direct replacement capsules. The
motor has a direct drive high torque, making this
amalgamator both powerful and maintenance free.
The High Energy Amalgamator comes with a high
impact case that offers durability and making it
easy to clean. The protective smoke cover, covers
both the arm and capsules during high speed 
mixing to reduce noise. 

Amalgamator w/Safety Cover, Ivory
9500818                                                                      
                              

Replacement Spring 
9500825                                                                     

TOUCH PAD AMALGAMATOR
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

The Touch Pad
Amalgamator has a
rugged, sturdy design
with touch pad controls
and digital display. The
programmable timer
allows customized 
trituration times.
Constant speed motor
ensures a consistent and accurate mix every time

AMALGAMATORS

VARIABLE SPEED 
AMALGAMATOR
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby's Variable Speed
Amalgamator comes
with a built-in timer 
giving mixing options 
of 5-30 seconds. The
vibration absorbers
reduce motor noise
and eliminates
"walking" while in use.
The arm is made with
reinforced fiberglass, making it last longer than
metal arms, as well as accomodating mixing of
most direct replacement capsules. The motor has a
direct drive high torque, making this amalgamator
both powerful and maintenance free. Comes with a
high impact case that offers durability and making
it easy to clean. A protective smoke cover, covers
both the arm and capsules during high speed
mixing to reduce noise. 

Amalgamator w/Safety Cover
9500819                                                                      
                                                                                    
Replacement Arm
9500822  

Cover, Smoke         
9500811    

AMALGON RECOVERY &
DISPOSAL SYSTEM
WASTE & COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT INC.

Amalgon Recovery and Disposal
System contains everything 
you need to collect, ship and
recycle mercury-contaminated 
items. Once the supplied
container is full, use the provided
materials to package and ship it in
the provided box with a pre-paid UPS label. 

1 Gallon
3803540  [AMALGON]
                 
5.3 Gallon
3803542   [AMALGON5.3 ]                                        

AMALGAM WASTE
CONTAINERS

AMALGAM WASTE
RECOVERY CONTAINERS
HEALTHFIRST  

Stay in compliance with
Best Management Practices
(BMP) regulations by
recovering your amalgam
waste properly. Amalgam
waste should never be 
disposed of in red bags,
the garbage, or your sink. Fill your bucket with
your amalgam waste, and when it is full, simply
call 800-569-1088 for pickup by UPS at no 
additional cost to you. 

3170000   1.25  Gallon [4102]
3170002   3.5 Gallon [4103]
3170004   5 Gallon [4104]

MEDENTOTAINER
MEDENTEX   

Medentex offers a complete
line of waste containers
specifically designed for the
proper hygienic disposal and
recycling of dental wastes,
including amalgam, lead foils
and extracted teeth. These 
collection containers are UN/DOT approved
solutions for dental practices. When you order a
Medentex waste container it arrives with a pre-
paid return shipping label. When it is full, place
the container in the box it came in and use the
pre-paid shipping label supplied to ship it back to
Medentex. The contents are recycled at no
additional charge and you will be sent a certificate
for you records. 

Toothbox, 0.25 Gallon
8950000  [BOUS1900]                                              

Small Waste Amalgam, 1.5 Gallon                             
8950002  [BOUS1901]                                               
                 
Large Waste Amalgam, 4 Gallon
8950004  [BOUS1902]                                               
                 
X-Large Waste Amalgam, 6.5 Gallon
8950008  [BOUS1904]                                              
                 
Lead Foils, 1.5 Gallon
8950006  [BOUS1903]                                               
                 
Cap Guard, 1.5 Gallon
8950010   [BOUS1905]

with a one second start delay, eliminating
accidental operation. It can be used with a variety
of encapsulated materials. The cover is made in a
new style which has a plastic stem that activates a
press down switch to allow the amalgamator to
function. 

Touch Pad Amalgamator Unit
9500821

Cover
9500813   White
9500815   Smoke                                                        

PROMIX AMALGAMATOR
DENTSPLY 

The ProMix
Amalgamator
offers
unprecedented
features and
capabilities with
a degree of
simplicity and ease of use not found in any other
mixer. Thanks to state-of-the-art microprocessor
controls, ProMix provides extreme accuracy for
more consistent mixing. 

8133170    [672200]                                                   
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